Microsoft Excel—Basic Concepts
What is Excel?
Microsoft Excelis one of the main programs in the Microsoft
soft Office package that is
used for creating spreadsheets that allow various calculations such as addition,
subtraction,
btraction, finding percentages, and more.In
more In Excel, this is named “calculus sheet”.
Keys to Consider

Structure of the Spreadsheet

Select data in the “Workspace”
The "Workspace" refers to the worksheet in which it will work, which is composed
of columns (letters) and rows (numbers)

The intersection of these rows and columns is called "cell", the name of each
cell appears in the "Name Box"
Box".
Select a cell:
 Click with the mouse to select the cell
 Move
ve to the cell with the arrows on
o the keyboard

Select an entire row or column:





Click with the mouse on the header of the row or column to select
Shift + Space (row)
Ctrl + Space (column)

(In this case we have selected row 4)

(In this case we have selected column C)
Select a range:
A range refers to a set of one or more cells that are selected.
To select a range, click (with the mouse) on the cell where you want to start the
selection and while keeping it pressed, drag to the last cell you want to select as the
end of the range.

(The name of the selected range is B3:C8. To change this name, having the range
selected, click on the name box and write the new name. For example, Range1)

Se puedeseleccionarmás de unrango, paraesto se selecciona el primer rango, se
oprime la tecla Ctrl
rl y seleccionancuantosrangos se necesiten:

You can select more than one group of cells. To do this, select the first group, press
Ctrl and select as many groups of cells as you want

10. Language (Beginner’s English)
Why learn English?
Social benefits
Because of Great Britain’s expansion during the colonial age, people all over the
world speak English. It is spoken as a second language in Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and many other countries, and it is spoken as
the primary language in Great Britain, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, parts of
Africa, parts of India and many other small islands around the world. Speaking
English opens these countries and their cultures up to you. If you wantto travel to
countries in which English is the primary or common language, speaking English is
often necessary. Throughout North America and the UK, traveling and shopping are
often made easier by speaking the language since many individuals do not speak
another language. One of the mostuseful benefits of English is that it enables you to
travel to these regions and more easily communicate with locals to learn about
places, happenings, and culture that you would have not known about otherwise. In
addition, many people in European and Asian countries learn English in school, so
speaking it can help you when traveling to locations even where English is not the
native language.

Business benefits
Aside from the many social benefits that come from learning English, a strong grasp
of the English language is one of the best assets you can have when opening up a
business. One of the main benefits of learning English is that it is often considered
the language of international business. When people with different languages meet
each other, English is a commonly used communication method because people all
over the world learn English as a second language. Furthermore, the United States is
a leader in technical innovation and one of the top economic powers in the world.
While you may be running a business from home, knowing how to speak and write
English will give you the ability to more easily participate in the large US market and
collaborate with other people who speak English.So, imagine this scenario: you have
an idea for a business. Let’s say you want to open up a bar similar to 100 Montaditos
but you want to change some aspects of it and eventually turn it into a chain. You try
to develop a comprehensive business plan for your idea in Spainand you realize that
there are a lot of firms already in this market and it would be very difficult if not
impossible to make money. Because there are limited possibilities for this business
in Spain, if you do not speak another language, you will have to discard this idea.
However, if you speak English, you can consider many different business plans in
many different places. When looking into different options, you might realize that
you could make millions with your business idea in certain areas of America. Your

ability to speak English would help you coordinate with people in America and
develop business partners to help you start and fund the business. This is just one of
thousands of possibilities that would be open to you if you spoke English.
It is important to note that even if you are not running a business, speaking English
not only increases your employment prospects in any country in the world, it serves
as a tool to help climb ladders in the international business world. Big companies
provide services all over the world and it is essential for the important people of
these businesses to speak English.

Beginner’s English
Subject Pronouns
 I—yo
 You—tú
 He—él
 She—ella
 It—ello
 We—nosotros
 You—vosotros
 They—ellos
Alphabet
 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Important verb:
Ser—To be
 (yo) soy—I am
 (tú) eres—You are
 (él) es—He/she/it is
 (nosotros) somos—we are
 (vosotros) sois—you are (plural)
 (ellos) son—they are

Example: I am Spanish (Soy Español)
In Spanish, you do not have to use pronouns for the conjugations. For example, you
do not have to say, “yo soy” or “túeres”. However, in English, you have to use
pronouns I, you, he, she, we, they. This applies to all verbs in English (except
with commands).
Basic Adjectives













Beautiful (hermoso)…Ugly (feo)
New (nuevo)…old (viejo)
Hot (caliente)…cold (frío)
Young (joven)…old (viejo)
Big (grande)…small (pequeño)
Cheap (barato)…expensive (caro)
Thick (grueso)…thin (delgado)
Fast (rápido)… slow (lento)
Good (bueno)…bad (malo)
Big (grande)…small (pequeño)
Spanish…Italian…American

Some Vocabulary
 The woman—la mujer
 The house—la casa
 The table—la mesa
 The cup—la taza
 The man—el hombre
 The book—el libro
 The plate—el plato
 The telephone—el teléfono.
There is no grammatical gender. Also, the article is ALWAYS the same, no matter
if you are referring to a girl (chica), boy (chico), plural, or singular. In general,
to make a word plural, add an S at the end.
• Table—tables
• Book—books
Articles
 The good boy—El niñobueno.
 A good boy—Un niñobueno.
 The good boys—Los niñosbuenos
 The good girl—La niñabuena
 A good girl—Una niñabuena
 The good girls—Las niñasbuenas.
More Vocabulary
 Restaurant—restaurante
 Park—parque
 Ocean—océano
 Beach—playa
 Room—sala
 School—escuela
 Movies (movie theater)—cine







Ground—la tierra
Bus stop—parada de autobús
Right—derecha
Left—izquierda
Straight—recto

Basic Prepositions
For places:
In—in a park, in the ocean, in a room
To—I went to school, let’s go to the movies.
On—on the table, on the ground, on the right.
At—at the bus stop, at the restaurant, at the beach.
Important verbs and their conjugations:
(All of these conjugations are for the present indicative form of the verb)
Tener—to have
 (yo) tengo—I have
 (tú)tienes—you have
 (él) tiene—he/she/it has
 (nosotros) tenemos—we have
 (vosotros) tenéis—you have (plural)
 (ellos) tienen—they have

Example: You have a dog (Tienes un perro).
tengoque- I have to
tienesque—you have to
tieneque—he/she/it has to
tenemosque—we have to
tenéisque—you have to (plural)
tienenque—they have to

Example: I have to practice English (TengoquepracticarInglés)
hablar—to speak/to talk
(yo) hablo—I speak/talk
(tú) hablas—You speak/talk
(él) habla—he/she speaks/talks
(nosotros) hablamos—we speak/talk
(vosotros) habláis—you speak/talk (plural)
(ellos) hablan—they speak/talk

Example: I speak English (habloInglés)
Example: You talk very fast. (hablasmuyrápido)
Ir—to go
(yo) voy—I go
(tú) vas—you go
(él) va—he/she/it goes
(nosotros) vamos—we go (or let’s go)
(vosotros) vais—you go (plural)
(ellos) van—they go

Example: Let’s go to the movies (Vamos al cine)
Poder—to be able to
(yo) puedo—I can
(tú) puedes—You can
(él) puede—he/she/it can
(nosotros) podemos—we can
(vosotros) podéis—you can (plural)
(ellos) pueden—they can

Example: She can run very fast (Puedecorrermuyrápido)
Beber—to drink
(yo) bebo—I drink
(tú) bebes—you drink
(él) bebe—he/she/it drinks
(nosotros) bebemos
(vosotros) bebéis
(ellos) beben

Example: He alwaysdrinks beer (Élsiemprebebecerveza).
Comer—to eat
(yo) como—I eat
(tú) comes—you eat
(él) come—He/she
(nosotros) comemos
(vosotros) coméis

(ellos) comen

Example: You guys eat too much (coméisdemasiado)
Hacer—to do
(Yo) hago—I do
(Tu) haces—you do
(Él) hace—he/she/it does
(Nosotros) hacemos—we do
(Vosotros) haceis—you do (plural)
(Ellos)hacen—they do
The verb “to like”, which means “gustar”, is not preceded by a pronoun in English.
Example:
I like ice cream
Megusta el helado
To like—gustar
I like—Me gusta
You like—Tegusta
He/she/it likes—Le gusta
We like—Nosgusta
You like—Osgusta
They like—Les gusta

In English, helping verbs (also known as auxiliary verbs) are very important.
Helping verbs have no meaning on their own. They are necessary for the
grammatical structure of a sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. We
usually use helping verbs with main verbs. They "help" the main verb (which has the
real meaning). We divide them into two basic groups:
Primary helping verbs
These are the verbs be, do, and have. Note that we can use these three verbs as
helping verbs or as main verbs. On this page we talk about them as helping verbs.
We use them in the following cases:
• be
to make continuous tenses (He is watching TV.)
to make the passive (Small fish are eaten by big fish.)
•

• have
to make perfect tenses (I have finished my homework.)
•
• do
to make negatives (I do not like you.)
to ask questions (Do you want some coffee?)
to show emphasis (I do want you to pass your exam.)
to stand for a main verb in some constructions (He speaks faster than she
does.)
Modal helping verbs
We use modal helping verbs to "modify" the meaning of the main verb in some way.
A modal helping verb expresses necessity or possibility, and changes the main verb
in that sense. These are the modal verbs:
• can, could
• may, might
• will, would,
• shall, should
• must
• ought to
Here are examples using modal verbs:
•
•
•
•
•

I can't speak Chinese.
John may arrive late.
Would you like a cup of coffee?
You should see a doctor.
I really must go now.

Days of the week
 Sunday—domingo
 Monday—lunes
 Tuesday—martes
 Wednesday—miércoles
 Thursday—jueves
 Friday—viernes
 Saturday—sábado
Count to 10
 One
 Two
 Three
 Four








Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten

Months of the year (meses del año)
 January
 February
 March
 April
 May
 June
 July
 August
 September
 October
 November
 December
Seasons
 Autumn (Fall)—otoño
 Winter—invierno
 Spring—primavera
 Summer—verano

Basic Greetings:
 Hello, hi, hey
 Good morning, good afternoon, good evening
 Nice to see you again, good to see you again
 How are you? The response: good, thanks. And you?
 How have you been?
 How are things?
Introducing yourself to others:
 I don’t think we’ve met, I’m Stephanie
 Let me introduce myself, my name is Bob
Introducing someone else:
 I’d like you to meet Sarah
 I want you to meet John

Making contact with someone you don’t know:
 Nice to meet you
 Excuse me, are you Mr. Jones?
 Hello, you must be Mrs. Smith.
Basic Goodbyes:
 Goodbye
 Bye
 See you later
 See you soon
 Have a nice day… Response: Thanks, you too.
 Have a good weekend… Response: Thanks, you too
 It was nice meeting you
Personal information questions and answers:
 What’s your name? Response: My name is Alex
 Where do you live? Response: I live in Madrid
 What’s your telephone number? Response: 34 454 454454
 How old are you? Response: I am twenty three (23) years old
 Where were you born? Response: I was born in New York City
 Are you married? Response: No, I am single OR yes, I am married
 What do you do? Response: I am an entrepreneur
 Do you speak English? Response: Yes, I speak a little bit of English
Questions using the word “Like”
 What do you like? Response: I like playing sports, reading, and listening to
music
 What does she look like? Response: She is tall and skinny with brown hair
 What would you like to eat? Response: I’d like a pizza
 What is Madrid like? Response: It is a beautiful and lively city.
 What’s the weather like? Response: It is sunny and hot.
 Would you like some coffee? Response: Yes I would, thank you
Negatives
 Are you Irish?...No, I am not Irish. (eresirlandés?... No, no soy irlandés)
 Is he a teacher?...No, he is not a teacher. (es un maestro?... No, noesun
maestro).
 Are we in trouble?...No, you are not in trouble (tenemosproblemas?...No,
ustedesno tienenproblemas).
 Are you going out this weekend?...No, we are not going out. (vas a salireste
fin de semana?...No, no vamos a salir.)
 Is she 18 years old?...No, she is not 18. She is 20. (Tiene 18 años?...No, no
tiene 18 años. Tiene 20.)

Contractions in Spoken English

Short form
(spoken)

Full form
(written)
I am
you are
he is
she is
it is
are not
is not

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I'm
you're
he's
she's
it's
aren't
isn't

Question

Affirmati
ve

Where am I from?

You're (you
are)

From Berlin

I'm (I am)

From Madrid

He's (he is)

From Los Angeles

Is She from Rome?

She's (she
is)

From Rome

Is it from Paris?

It's (It is)

From Paris

Are we from
Bangkok?
Are they from
Beijing?

We're (we
are)
They're
(they are)

Are you from
Madrid?
Is he from Los
Angeles?

Negative

From Bangkok
From Beijing

Accepting and refusing food politely
How to ask someone if they want something

You aren't (are not)
from Berlin
I’m (I am) not from
Madrid
He isn't (is not) from
Los Angeles
She isn't (is not) from
Rome
It isn't (is not) from
Paris
We aren't (are not)
from Bangkok
They aren't (are not)
from Beijing

learning how to offer a sandwich
When asking someone if they want something, say, "would you like"
It is more polite then saying, "Do you want something"
• Formal
• Informal
• very informal

would you like a sandwich?
Do you want a sandwich?
sandwich?

• Formal
yes please
no, thank you
• Informal
yes I'd like some no, thanks
• very informal I'd love one
no

How to accept a cup of coffee and how you would
you like it

learning how to accept a cup of coffee
Would you like a cup of coffee
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Formal
Informal
very informal
Formal
Informal
very informal

would you like a coffee
do you want a coffee
coffee
yes please
no, thank you
yes I'd like some no, thanks
I'd love one
no

Saying how you would like your coffee
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Black with sugar, please.
White, no sugar, please.
White with sugar, please.
Black, no sugar, please.
A little milk, but no sugar, please.

English vocabulary you need to learn when ordering
or asking for food
bottle, slice, pot, bowl, cup, glass, piece

May I have a bottle of waterplease.

I would like a bowl of soup please.

2 cups of coffee please.

Can I have a glass of water with my meal please.

English people like to drink tea made in a pot.

I would like a slice of pizza please.

How many bottles of coke would you like with your meal?

Instead of a slice of cake, you can ask for a piece of cake.

A conversation that you may have with a waiter in an English
restaurant.
Mr Bean and Mr Jones agreed to meet for a drink and some
food.
Waiter: Good afternoon, may I take your order?
Mr Jones: Yes, I'd like a glass of orange juice and a piece of cake,
please.
Waiter (speaking to Mr Bean): And what would you like?
Mr Bean: I'll have a cup of English tea please.
Waiter: Would you like a piece of cake as well?
Mr Bean: No, thank you.
Waiter: Thank you for your order, I will bring it to your table as soon as it is
ready.
Practice basic conversations like this with friends! It is a great way to learn and have
a good laugh.

Apologizing
I'm sorry.
I made a mistake.
Please accept my apologies.
I'm sorry. I didn't mean to . . .
(I'm) sorry. I didn't realize that . . .

Prefacing bad news
I'm sorry (I have) to tell you this, but . . .
I hate to tell you this, but . . .
I don't know how to tell you this, but . . .
I have some bad news.

(Formal) written apologies
We regret to inform you that . . .
Regretfully, . . .
Unfortunately, . . .

Expressing Appreciation
Thanks.
Thank you.
I appreciate it.
http://www.eslgold.com/business/useful_expressions.html
This website is a very useful resource for learning important English that you need
to know in business.

Closing Remarks
The key to learning any language is to get immersed in the language. When you
learn new words and phrases, you must practice them and use them in everyday life.
It is very helpful to listen to native English speakers to learn the right sounds and to
watch their facial muscles and lip movements as they speak. While you may think
that this is a little extreme, your subconscious picks up on these movements and
learns them.
Here is a link of a great TED talk about learning languages. This man describes why
and how it’s possible to become fluent in any language in 6 months, no matter how
old you are.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0yGdNEWdn0

LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN SPAIN
Not long time ago, setting up a business in Spain was a Little less than an Odissey,
requiring one month and a significantly large investment to make it. Nevertheless, and
fortunately for everyone, it’s been a while that these procedures have been modified to
make everything faster and cheaper. But clearly, even though this was an important
step forward, all that glitters is not gold and the slogan “create your company in three
days” is quite impracticable.
What you need to know?
The first thing that every entrepreneur must know is how to make a good business plan
and that, the more comprehensive and realistic it is, the better. During this period it is
recommended to be more pessimistic than optimistic to not get hurt with the revenues
evaluation. Is the end every entrepreneur thinks his idea is the best in the world, but
maybe it is not, and must pay attention when put into play his capital and moreover if
we are doing the same with others investments (friends or family into business who
borrowed us money).
Assuming that the entrepreneur already has his business plan done and is determined to
move forward, the next step will be deciding whether to become self-employed or as a
company. The first choice is a lot easier to implement, cheaper and easier to manage
day by day, but it’s not always the best solution; especially when you have a lot of
partners, many employees when fixed assets are acquired (machines, cars, etc.) or when
a major turnover is expected. Remind that a self-employed worker is required to pay the
IRPF, that can exceed the 50% instead the companies are taxed at 25% (Impuesto de
sociedades)
for
those
who
have
a
moderate
turnover.
However,
some companies pay dividends at the end of the year and the profit can be taxed at 25%.
Every formula can be convenient depending on the situation, otherwise there are
different types: Sociedades Anónimas, Sociedades Limitadas, (Private company limited
by shares, Public limited company, etc.).
Website: http://www.circe.es/Circe.Publico.Web/Articulo.aspx?titulo=tipos_sociedades
Focusing on the the Sociedades Limitadas, which is the most common case, there are
several types within these, such as:






Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada (SRL), Real Decreto 1332/2006, 21 de
noviembre and Real Decreto Legislativo 1/2010, de 2 de julio, Ley de
Sociedades de Capital).
Sociedad Limitada Nueva Empresa (SLNE), Ley 2/1995, de 23 de marzo, de
Sociedades de Responsabilidad Limitada, modified by Ley 7/2003, de 1 de
abril, de la Sociedad Limitada Nueva Empresa y Real Decreto Legislativo
1/2010, de 2 de julio
Sociedad Limitada Profesional, etc.
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And among these the ones that can be set up online are the SRL and SLNE.
Online setup has the advantage that the procedure run lasts anywhere from one week to
one month and the costs are significantly lower. However it has the disadvantage that
the scripture and the articles of the association can’t be modified later, but in practice
they are the most common and the 90% of the new companies created.

How to create a company online
Steps to create a company online:
1. Application for the registration of the name in the Registro Mercantil (it
takes a couple of days after the application is submitted).
2. Opening a bank account in the name of the company (3.000 € for the SL).
3. Filling the DUE (Documento Único Electrónico). It is possible to fill in online
on the CIRCE website http://portal.circe.es/en-US/Paginas/home.aspx, but it is
highly recommended going to a PAIT (Punto de Asesoramiento e Inicio de
Tramitación) because the DUE is not sufficiently complete Moreover, at the
PAIT, they help you with the application and they can ask for the appointment
with the notary.
4. Going to the notary for the registration of the act. The notary is obliged to
send the notarial scripts to the Public Registry on the same day.
5. The notarial scripts arrive to the Public registry and are registrated, they give
the temporay, and they send the necessary documentation to the Hacienda and
Tesorería de la Seguridad Social.
6. The next day the entrepreneur receives the provisional CIF and at least one
day laterthey send you the final documentation.
7. The final CIF arrives later by mail with the final scriptures, and at this moment
the company can work.
In short to register the company name, the entrepreneur must open a bank account, go to the
PAIT, go to the notary to register the scripts and in the end collect the scripts. Basically even if
at the CIRCE they say that three days is needed to complete the steps 3 and 6, it is actually hard
to do it in less than one week, and completing steps 1 and 2 generally takes one week and a half.
Right now is already a big step forward compared to the previous procedure, when the
entrepreneur needed one month and a half to finish the procedure.
Another big advantage is that the procedure now is cheaper. Notaries do not have to write a
notarial scripture for each company and they do not have to examine the commercial registrars.
For these reasons the fees are 60€ rather than 600€ for the notary fees and 40€ rather than 200€
for the registration. The drawback of this system is that neither the registrars nor notaries are
very happy to conclude this type of business because they see revenues decrease and they try to
create problems doing obstructionism and making the customer pay more than he is supposed
to, for unreasonable concepts. For example instead of charging € 60 entrepreneurs are being
€100 for paper, shipping rates, telematic writing, etc.
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Regardless, the expenditures incurred in starting a business are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Company registration: 16€
The registration of the name in the Registro Mercantil: 40€
Notary: 100€
In the aggregate, only 150€, which is less than what was required a few years ago (and
an entrepreneur still must pay if his company is not created online), around 800€. To
this must 3000€ of share capital must be added, which are not an expense because
money still belongs to the entrepreneur.

The benefit of this is that in less than ten days the company is already created and can be
operative. And finally it is very promising to see that steps are being taken forward to make life
easier for entrepreneurs. The fewer the obstacles, both in expenses and in required time that start
ups must face, more can be operative and develop interesting projects.
The only thing missing for the startups is preferential taxation, at least in the beginning, of the
production cycle, when they don’t make profits.

Self employment in Spain
Self-employment is the act of generating one's income directly from customers, clients
or other organizations as opposed to being an employee of a business (or person).
Self employed individuals can be:




Adults who have the right to freely dispose of their assets
emancipated minors, with limitations as stipulated on article 323 Codigo Civil
minors and people with disabilities (through a legal representative)

He must have a complete use of his assets, he is responsible for his business with all of
his present and future assets. There is no division between personal and company assets.

The institution of self-employment
The main law related to self-employment is Ley 20/2007, de 11 de julio, del 2007. A
particular self-employed individual is the (TRADE).
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Fiscal
Declaración censal (modelo 036) the request of the número de identificación
fiscal (NIF) and declaración de alta de actividad. And registration in the Impuesto
sobre Actividades Económicas (IAE) if is not exempt.

Who should use 036 or 037 model?
The Declaración Censal is a declaration that you are opening a business and that it is
necessary to communicate all data, which must contain the census of every tax
obligors, Business Persons, Professionals and Employers covered by the article 4 to 8 of
the RGAT.
Persons or entities that are supporting entrepreneurial activity or starting a business on
Spanish territory or pay income subject to withholdings must communicate through the
Declaracion Censal, Form 036 or 037, their registration in the Register
of entrepreneurs, professionals and withholders, and the modifications that take place,
including modification of tax residence or the registered office of the company and the
removal from the list.
Independently from the legal person or applicant entity are not obliged not obliged to
submit the census declaration of registration in the Census of Entrepreneurs,
Professionals and Retainers use Form 036 to request the allocation of the number of
temporary or permanent tax identification. The allocation of the tax identification
number, at his request or ex officio, determine the automatic inclusion in the Taxpayers'
Tax Register (Censo de Obligados Tributarios) of the person or entity concerned.
However, individuals who are going to form part of the census of entrepreneurs,
professionals and retainersmay use the simplified model census declaration, Form
037, if they meet the following conditions:
• They are resident of Spain
• They have been assigned a tax identification number
• They do not have the status of a large company
• they do not act through a proxy
• Their official address matches the administrative office
• They are not included in the special arrangements of the value added tax,e(xcept for
the simplified scheme, the special status of agriculture, cattle industry or the
special provisions for additional VAT).
• They are registered in the register of intra-Community operators or monthly VAT
refund (REDEME).
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• They do not perform any of the supplies of goods not subject under Article 14 of the
Law on Value Added Tax
• They do not make distance sales
• They have non-taxable or Excise Tax on Insurance Premiums
• They do not meet income from capital
The census declaration registered in the census of professionals and entrepreneurs
retainers may be made by using the Single Electronic Document (DUE), described in
the eighth Additional Provisions of Law 2/1995 of 23 March (RCL 1995, 953)
available, Limited Liability Companies, in those cases when the law authorizes the use,
without prejudice to the subsequent amendment declarations corresponding to the
information and circumstances reflected in the Document Unique Electronic.

Social security
Registration in Régimen Especial de Trabajadores Autónomos (RETA) of the Seguridad
Social. It is possible to do the registration online through the Centro de Información y
Red de Creación de Empresas (CIRCE).

Flat rate of € 50 for people ages 30 and older
The big news of 2013 was the so-called flat rate (tarifa plana). Initially a fee of 50 euros
per month was approved for young people under 30 years, for a maximum of 6 months
and is regulated by Real Decreto - Ley, 4/2013:
The two requirements to be met are:
• Not being registered as independent in the previous five years.
• Not hiring employees
A third important requirement is that these bonuses are not applicable to Young
freelancers who are directors of companies. This aspect has caused considerable
controversy and denunciations in the media as it was not in the order, but in an internal
circular of Social Security, which has caused many young people that applied for such
assistance had not been able to receive it. Also you cannot have the flat rate if you have
benefited in the past from some bonus for self-employement, even if it was more than 5
years ago.
The amount of the flat rate is increased as a function of time:
• During the first 6 months: 80% reduction in the fee, which the bases and rates is
53.07€ in 2014.
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• From 7 to 12 months: 50% reduction in the second half, which would be 130.91 euros
in 2014.
• From 13 to 15 months: 30% reduction for the next quarter, I would stick with the
basics and contribution base for of 183.28 € in 2014.
Website: http://www.seg-social.es/Internet_1/index.htm
http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2013/09/28/pdfs/BOE-A-2013-10074.pdf Articulo, 29, Ley
14/2013, de 27 de septiembre
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The Key Elements of the Financial Plan
Expert opinions may vary, but in general there are some standard analyses that a business plan ought to have,
regardless of specifics:


Cash flow is the most important. Businesses run on cash. No business plan is complete without a
cash flow plan.



Profit and loss, incorporating sales, cost of sales, operating expenses, and profits. This of course is
also a pro forma income statement. In most cases it should show sales less cost of sales as gross
margin, and gross margin less operating expenses as profit before interest and taxes (also called
gross profit, and contribution to overhead). Normally there is also a projection of interest, taxes, and
net profits.



Pro-forma balance sheet: Aside from cash and income, there is the balance of assets, liabilities, and
capital.



Sales forecast: The form may vary to suit the business, but it is hard to imagine a plan without a
sales forecast. Some plans forecast in excruciating detail, some summarize, but the forecast should
be there. In the simplest of plans, the sales forecast might be a single line in the pro-forma income
statement.



Personnel plan: Personnel costs are so intimately related to fixed costs that they should often be set
aside and discussed. In some simple plans, they too, like the sales forecast, can be just a line or two
in the income statement.



Business ratios: The numbers are there, when there is pro-forma income, cash, and balance sheet, so
the ratios can be calculated. This isn’t as necessary for an internal plan as for one for bankers and
investors, but some key ratios are almost always a good idea. They should probably include some
profitability ratios like gross margin, return on sales, return on assets, and return on investment; plus
some liquidity ratios such as debt to equity, current ratio, and working capital. You already know
which ratios you like to use, and how to calculate them. A banker will have a similar view.



Break-even analysis: Most of the break-even analyses included with business plans have little
value, but most bankers and analysts like to see them.



Market forecast: Aside from the sales forecast, which is essential, a market forecast is also a good
idea. How many potential customers are there? How does market growth stand to impact this
business?

Website: http://articles.bplans.com/the-financials/#ixzz34FF84Kjh

OK

Progetto A

INCOME STATEMENT AND BALANCE SHEET
Income Statement

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

100.100

104.104

109.309

114.775

112.479

3,85%

4,76%

4,76%

-12.400
87.700

-10.410
93.694

-12.024
97.285

-16.068
98.706

-28.000

-20.821

-22.955

-27.546

-28.120

-70.500

-41.642

-42.631

-40.171

-33.744

-4.000

-2.603

-2.733

-3.443

-3.374

-10.800

31.231

31.700

30.989

33.744

-800

-800

-1.000

-1.150

-2.150

-5.000

-7.000

-7.000

-13.000

-8.250

0

-104

-109

-115

-112

-5.500
-22.100

-2.082
21.245

-2.186
21.404

-2.295
14.429

-2.250
20.982

-196%

1%

financial expense on medium/long-term financial debt

0

-500

0

financial expense on short-term debt

0

800

1.400

0

0

Financial income

0

521

547

574

225

REVENUES

% revenue growth
(Cost of goods sold)
VALUE ADDED

% value added growth

7%

(Service cost)
(Total cost of labor)

of which : severance payments
EBITDA

% ebitda growth

4%

-389%

Amortization of intangible assets
Depreciation of plant and equipment
Expense for risks
Other management expenses
EBIT

% ebit growth

Valuation adjustments to financial assets

-2,04%
-16.872
95.607

1%

2%

-3%

-2%

9%

-33%

45%

-8.400

-8.400

0

-2.082

0

0

0

Extraordinary items

-801

-104

-219

344

112

Income before taxes

-22.901

19.879

23.132

6.947

12.919

Taxes

7.214
-15.687

-6.262
13.617

-7.287
15.845

-2.188
4.759

-4.070
8.850

-187%

16%

-70%

86%

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net income

% net income growth

BALANCE SHEET

2010

Intangible assets

5.200

4.400

4.400

6.250

9.100

Plant and equipment

15.000

18.000

11.000

198.000

190.750

0
15.400

20.000
224.250

20.000
219.850

Financial assets

0
20.200

Total fixed assets

0
22.400

Inventories

4.960

2.082

1.804

1.607

1.687

accounts receivable

18.519

19.780

20.769

21.807

21.371

other receivables

10.911

11.451

12.024

12.625

12.373

Liquidity

21.145

Accrued revenues
Total current assets

1.001
35.390

1.041
34.354

1.093
56.834

1.148
37.187

1.125
36.556

Total assets

55.590

56.754

72.234

261.437

256.406

Capital

26.000

Stocks
Retained Earnings

-15.687
10.313

Total shareholders' equity
provisions for losses and charges
pension fund
financial long-term debt

26.000

36.000

36.000

36.000

-15.687

-2.070

2.684

5.063

13.617
23.930

15.845
49.776

4.759
43.443

8.850
49.913

0

2.186

2.295

2.410

2.523

4.000

6.603

8.335

11.779

15.153

0

120.000

120.000

68.104

52.733

0

10.000

35.794

3.416

Accounts payable

2.480

6.454

Other debts

2.002

3.123

Total debt

1.001
45.277

1.041
32.823

1.093
22.458

1.148
217.994

1.125
206.493

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND DEBT

55.590

56.754

72.234

261.437

256.406

short-term financial debts

Accrued expenses

Active-Passive

0

7.455
0

9.962

3.279

0

0

10.461

4.591

0

0

4.499

0

0

CHECK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

CASH FLOW NETTO

-35.794

32.378

24.561

-89.249

15.371

BP

CASH FLOW
Rendiconto finanziario
NET INCOME

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

-15.687

13.617

15.845

4.759

8.850

AMORTIZATION

5.800

7.800

8.000

14.150

10.400

allowance pension fund

4.000

2.603

2.733

3.443

3.374

allowance for doubtful accounts

0

104

109

115

112

VALUATION ADJUSTMENTS TO FINANCIAL ASSETS

0

2.082

0

0

0

PRIMARY CASH FLOW

-5.887

26.206

26.688

22.467

22.736

+/- Change in net working capital

29.907

-6.172

126

-2.376

-1.015

0

0

1.000

0

0

-35.794

32.378

25.561

24.843

23.751

Use of fund
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
INVESTMENTS IN INTANGIBLE ASSETS
INVESTMENTS IN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
investments financial assets
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
financial debts change

6.000

0

1.000

3.000

5.000

20.000

10.000

0

200.000

1.000

0

0

0

20.000

0

-61.794

22.378

24.561

-198.157

17.751
0

0

10.000

-10.000

120.000

26.000

0

10.000

0

0

NET CASH FLOW

-35.794

0
32.378

0
24.561

11.092
-89.249

2.379
15.372

Net cash flow

-35.794

32.378

24.561

-89.249

15.371

0

0

0

0

1

Shareholders’ equity variation
Distribution of the profits

check

BP

How to Write a Business Plan
Creating a business plan will help you achieve your entrepreneurial goals. A clear and compelling
business plan provides you with a guide for building a successful enterprise focused on achieving
your financial goals. It is also a document that can persuade others, including banks, to invest in
what you're creating and running. While there are many types of businesses out there, the basic
categories of information and questions that need to be covered by a business plan are fairly
standard and widely applicable. You can learn how to conduct research, structure your business
appropriately, and write up a draft. See Step 1 to learn how to approach your business plan.

Part 1 of 3: Doing Your Homework
1 Analyze the potential markets for your business. Consider which segment of the local (and/or
international) population will be seeking to use your products or services. This needs to be more
than mere guesswork and involves doing accurate and intelligent research. You need to analyze
secondary research collected by outside observers, as well as getting primary research that you
collect yourself, with your own methods and observations. Consider the following areas of inquiry:
Is there a viable market for the product or service you want to sell?
How old are your potential customers?
What do they do for a living?
Is your product or service attractive to a particular ethnic or economic population?
Will only wealthy people be able to afford it?
Does your ideal customer live in a certain type of neighborhood or area?

2 Establish the size of your potential market.
It's important to be as specific as possible in regard to your market and your product. If you want to
start a soap business, for example, you may believe that every dirty body needs your product, but
you can’t start with the entire world as your initial market. Even if you’ve developed such a
universally needed item as soap, you need to identify a smaller, more targeted customer group first,
such as children under eight who might like bubblegum scented bubble bath, or soap made for
mechanics. From there, you can analyze demographic information more specifically:
How many car mechanics are in need of soap in any given community?
How many children in the United States are currently under the age of eight?
How much soap will they use in a month or a year?
How many other soap manufacturers already have a share of the market?
1

How big are your potential competitors?

3 Identify your company’s initial needs. What will you require to get started? Whether you want
to buy an existing company with 300 employees or start your own by adding an extra phone line to
your home office desk, you need to make a list of the materials you’ll need. Some may be tangible,
such as five hundred file folders and a large cabinet in which to store them all. Other requirements
may be intangible, such as time to create a product design or to do market research on potential
customers.
4 Prepare product samples. If you’re going to build a better mousetrap, you may have constructed
a prototype out of used toothpaste tubes and bent paperclips at home, but you’ll need a sturdier,
more attractive model to show potential investors. What exactly will your mousetrap look like?
What materials will you need? Do you require money for research and development to improve on
your original toothpaste tube and paper clip construction? Do you need to hire an engineer to draw
up accurate manufacturing designs? Should you patent your invention? Will you need to investigate
federal safety standards for mousetraps?
5 Research possible locations for your business. Call a real estate broker and look at actual retail
spaces in the neighborhood where you’d like to open your restaurant. Make a chart of the most
expensive and least expensive sites by location and square footage. Then estimate how much space
you require and how much money you’ll need to allow for rent.
6 Determine your start-up cost. Make a list of all the tangible and intangible resources you need
to get your business going. The total estimated price of all of these items will become your start-up
cost whether you’re buying highly sophisticated computers or simply installing a new telephone
line on your desk. If there’s any item in your estimates that seems unreasonably high, research other
alternatives. But keep in mind that it’s better to include every element you truly need along with a
reasonable estimate of the cost of each item, so you don’t run out of money or default on your
loans. Be honest and conservative in your estimates, but also be optimistic.
Don't aim for the best of everything at the beginning. You can forgo the expensive trimmings of an
office of a more well-established company and stick to the basics at the beginning. Get what is
affordable, works and is actually needed and don't buy frills.
7 Put yourself in the shoes of potential investors. Ask yourself, “If I were going to invest X
amount of dollars into a concept or idea, or even a product, what would I want to know?” Gather as
much helpful and credible information as you can. Depending on your product, you may need to
search long and hard for relevant information.
Don't lose heart if you discover some, or even all, of your ideas have been adequately covered by
the market. Don't ignore this reality; instead, work with it. Can you still do a better job or provide a
better widget than your competitors? In many cases, it's likely that you can provided you know the
market well and how to add value in ways your competitors are not doing. In other cases, it may be
a case of focusing more narrowly or more broadly than your competitors are doing.
2

8 Identify potential investors. Banks and other funding sources don’t lend money because people
with interesting business ideas are nice. They follow specific guidelines, such as the Risk
Management Association (R.M.A) database, which are designed to ensure that they will make
money by investing in or lending to your business. Lenders will typically look to the company's
Capital, Capacity, Collateral, Conditions, and Character or what is known as the 5C's of lending
when underwriting a loan. You'll need to have covered all these bases well before seeking funding.

Part 2 of 3: Structuring Your Business

1 Define your company. A business plan won't be useful until you're certain what your company
exists for. What will you accomplish for others? What products and services will you produce or
provide? Write down all the specific needs your company will satisfy. Potential investors need to
know that your business will be meaningful and marketable to people who can use your product or
service. So concentrate on the external needs your company will meet.
What will your product or service enable people to do better, more cheaply, more safely, or more
efficiently? Will your restaurant make people’s palates delirious with new taste sensations? Will
your new mousetrap help people capture mice without feeling sick to their stomachs? Will your
new bubblegum scented bubble bath revolutionize the way children agree to take nightly baths?

2 Choose a winning strategy. Once you’ve established the competitive advantage your business
offers, you will be able to select the best strategy to reach your goal. How will you distinguish your
product or service from others? Although there are millions of types of businesses, there are
actually only a few basic strategies that can be applied to make any enterprise successful. The first
step in selecting an effective strategy is to identify a competitive advantage for your product or
service.
Your competitive advantage may include designing special features not found in rival products. It
may entail superior service characteristics such as speedier delivery, a lower price, or more attentive
sales people––these are never to be sniffed at as possible winning ways, as many companies grow
complacent and can be overtaken by giving customers experiences that are better than the average
expectations. Even where your product or service is already well established, perhaps you’re
establishing an image or brand of exceptional quality or reputation.
3 Design your company. Consider how will you hire and organize your workforce. By the time
you’ve reached this stage of thinking about your potential business concept, you’ll probably have a
good idea of the number of people you’ll need and the skills they’ll require to get your enterprise up
and running.
Keep in mind that your initial plans will undoubtedly change as your business grows. You may
need to hire more managers to supervise your expanding staff or to set up new departments to meet
new customer demands. Projected growth and expansion for your company should be mentioned in
3

your business plan, but it’s not the primary focus. For now, you want to secure help in getting
started and convince your funding sources that you will become profitable.
4 Consider the practical issues of running a business. Think about your role as leader or boss of
the business. As you think about hiring personnel and organizing your workforce, you must also
confront your desire and ability to be a good boss. Decide how you will handle your employees'
entitlements. For example, salaries and wages, their insurance and retirement benefits, as well as
analyzing the extent of your knowledge of tax related issues.
Investors will want to know if you’re capable of running the business. Do you need to bring in
experienced managers right away? Will you keep some of the existing employees or hire all new
people? And where do you find these potential employees?
Funding sources will also want to know if any of your partners expect to work alongside you or if
their obligations are only financial. Your plan will need to specify the key management jobs and
roles. Positions such as president, vice presidents, chief financial officer, and managers of
departments will need to be defined along with stating who reports to whom.

5 Decide on a marketing plan. One of the most common flaws in plans is the entrepreneur’s
failure to describe exactly how customers will be reached and how products will be presented to
them. Potential investors, staff, and partners won’t be convinced that your idea can succeed until
you’ve established well-researched and effective methods of contacting your customers––and the
assurance that once you’ve reached them, you can convince them to buy your product or service.
Consider how will you reach your customers. What will you say to persuade and convince
customers that your product or service is better value, more timely, more useful, etc. to the
consumer than the rival product or service? If it currently has no rival, how will you properly
explain the purpose of and the consumer's need for the product?
What advertising and promotional efforts will you employ? For example, two for the price of one
specials or free coupons inside those same kid-oriented cereal boxes? Where can you locate lists of
the greatest concentrations of children under the age of eight or whatever group constitutes your
market?
6 Build a dynamic sales effort. The word “sales” covers all the issues related to making contact
with your actual customers once you’ve established how to reach them through your marketing
campaign. In a nutshell, this part of your business plan is about how you will attract customers or
clients for your product or services.
What will your basic sales philosophy be? Building long-term relationships with a few major clients
or developing a clientele of many short-term customers?
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Part 3 of 3: Writing the Business Plan

1 Organize all the relevant information about your business. Begin creating section headings
and putting the appropriate information under the appropriate headings, Effectively separating your
business' unique approach to each of these headings will organize your plan in a way investors find
useful:

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Executive Summary, in which you summarize your vision for the company
Business Offering: in which you describe, in detail, your unique product or service
Target Market
Identify and Analyze Your Competition
Financial Plan, in which you illustrate your working model for finances and your need
from investors
Management and Organization, in which you describe the structure of your organization
and the philosophy that governs it
Strategy and Implementation.
General Company Description, in which you provide an overview of your company and
the service it provides to its market
Marketing Plan: in which you describe how you'll bring your product to its consumers
Damage Control Plan and Operational Plan, in which you describe how the business
will be operated on a day-to-day basis and the risk management

I.

Executive summary: This is the abstract of your business plan, a summary of everything
you will say in greater detail in the ensuing pages. It spells out the content and goals of your
plan, hitting all the highlights. This section is key if you are seeking outside funding as it
introduces possible investors to your business. Be sure to include background about your
company, the market opportunity, your capital requirements, a mission statement, an
overview of management, competitors, your business's competitive advantages, and a
summary of your financial projections over the next three years. "Some people write the
executive summary first, but I would never do that," Pinson says. "I would go through and
write my plan first and come back to the executive summary." Keep this to no greater than
three or four pages.

II.

Business Offering: Here's where you talk about why you're in business and what you're
selling, whether it's products and/or services. If you sell products, state whether you are the
manufacturer, distributor, and/or retailer or a product and tell about your manufacturing
process, availability of materials, how you handle inventory and fulfillment, etc. If you
provide services, describe those services. Make sure to address any new product lines or
service lines that you expect to enter into in the future.
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III.

IV.

Target Market: Now that you have detailed your product and service offering in your
business plan, it’s time to turn your focus towards your target market: Who are you selling
to?
Depending on the type of business you are starting and the type of plan you are writing, you
may not need to go into too much detail here. But, no matter what, you do need to know
who your customer is and have a rough estimate of how many of them there are. If there
aren’t enough customers for your product or service, that could be a warning sign. If you are
going to do a formal market analysis, this is where you’ll need to do a bit of research, first to
identify your market segments and then to determine how big each segment is. A market
segment is a group of people (or other businesses) that you could potentially sell to. Don’t
fall into the trap, though, of defining the market as “everyone.” The classic example is for a
shoe company. While it would be tempting for a shoe company to say that their target
market is everyone who has feet, realistically they need to target a specific segment of the
market in order to be successful. Perhaps they need to target athletes, or business people
who need formal shoes for work, or perhaps they are targeting children and their families. A
good business plan will identify the target market segments and then provide some data to
indicate how fast each segment is growing. When identifying target markets, a classic
method is to use the TAM, SAM, and SOM breakdown to look at market sizes from a topdown approach as well as a bottom-up approach. Here are some quick definitions:



TAM = your Total Available or Addressable Market (everyone you wish to reach with your
product)



SAM = your Segmented Addressable Market or Served Available Market (the portion of
TAM you will target)



SOM = your Share Of the Market (the subset of your SAM that you will realistically
reach—particularly in the first few years of your business)
Identify and Analyze Your Competition: The competitive analysis is a statement of the
business strategy and how it relates to the competition. The purpose of the competitive
analysis is to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the competitors within your market,
strategies that will provide you with a distinct advantage, the barriers that can be developed
in order to prevent competition from entering your market, and any weaknesses that can be
exploited within the product development cycle.
The first step in a competitor analysis is to identify the current and potential competition.
There are essentially two ways you can identify competitors. The first is to look at the
market from the customer's viewpoint and group all your competitors by the degree to which
they contend for the buyer's dollar. The second method is to group competitors according to
their various competitive strategies so you understand what motivates them. Once you've
grouped your competitors, you can start to analyze their strategies and identify the areas
where they're most vulnerable. This can be done through an examination of your
competitors' weaknesses and strengths. A competitor's strengths and weaknesses are usually
based on the presence and absence of key assets and skills needed to compete in the market.
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V.

Financial Projections: In the financial section, you provide "the quantitative interpretation"
of everything you stated in your organizational and marketing sections, Pinson says. She
also advises not to write the financial section until those other sections are complete. This is
where you include your projected profit and loss statements, your balance sheet, and your
cash flow statements for the next three years. "Those are forward-looking projections,"
Berry points out. "It's not your accounting." That's often a source of confusion. The order of
the numbers will be very much like they appear in accounting statements but they will be
forecasts for the future. "Accounting is today backwards into the past," Berry says.
"Planning is today forward into the future."

VI.

Management Team: If writing the business plan for investors or bankers, you want to
explain the background of your company executives and managers and explain how that will
help you meet business goals. "For investors, it's an important element to include who these
people are and what their experience is," Berry says. "Investors need to evaluate risk, and
the general assumption is that management team experience greatly affects risk. The more
seasoned the management team, the less the risk." If writing this solely for internal purposes,
you may want to explain how managers expect to grow the staff of the business in the future
to meet business objectives.

VII.

Strategy and Implementation: Every business plan needs details. This section is where
many should go. "This is where I'm going to be looking as an investor for dates and
deadlines," Berry says. "I'll be looking for things we'll be able to track. When you're going
to be able to do the first release, how many visitors are you going to get on the Web, etc."
Make sure to include the details in a table called "Milestones." That table should lay out the
dates and deadlines. This is also a section in which to include your sales forecasts

VIII.

Company Overview: The company overview is designed to provide more information
about your business, why and when it was formed, its mission, business model, strategy, and
any existing strategic relationships. Is recommended to include this section as part of an
Organizational Plan that also covers administrative issues, such as intellectual property you
may own, costs associated with your location, the legal structure of your company,
management, personnel, and how you address accounting, legal, insurance, and security
matters.

IX.

Marketing Plan and Analysis: In this section, you spell out your marketing strategy,
addressing details of your market analysis, sales, customer service, advertising, and public
relations. Many businesses use this space to showcase their vision of why their business will
be successful, backing that up with market research that identifies their target market and
industry and customer trends. But sometimes small and mid-sized businesses don't have the
deep pockets to hire outside firms to undertake exhaustive market research

X.

Damage Control Plan: All businesses will experience episodes of distress. Survival will
depend on how well you are prepared to cope with them. Your damage control plan should
anticipate potential threats to your business and how you plan to overcome them. Here are
three examples:
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Plan for 35% loss of sales: During economic downturns, your survival will depend
on your ability to maintain liquidity for a period of at least 12 months. Can your
Damage Control cash flow plan show how to avoid running out of cash? Session 11
will explain cash flow control.
Plan for a catastrophic incident: Businesses can be overturned by unforeseen
disasters which can be avoided by maintaining appropriate insurance. You will need
the assistance of a qualified business insurance agent.
Plan for product obsolescence: If your business is in a rapidly changing technology
area such as Netflix's home delivered DVDs, you will need to plan now to keep a
step ahead of technical changes or advancements.

2 Write the executive summary last. The executive summary is basically your big appeal to
investors, or really anyone who reads your business plan, that should summarize and articulate what
it is that's great about your business model and product. It should be less about the nitty-gritty
details of operations and more about your grand vision for the company and where it is headed.

3 Gather all the information together and prepare multiple drafts. You've done all of the hard
work researching, deciding what your business is about, targeting it accurately and selling it. It's
time to put the business plan together and articulate all your thinking, research, and hard work into a
comprehensive description of your structure and service.
At first, do not worry about capitalization, punctuation, and grammar. All you need to worry about
is putting your ideas down on paper. Once you have a general form, you can spend time
proofreading your plan and correcting mistakes. Have someone else read over it for you and take
heed of their comments.

4 Sell yourself and your business. The idea of the business plan is to present yourself in the best
light. The talents, experience and enthusiasm you bring to your enterprise are unique. They provide
some of the most compelling reasons for others to finance your concept. Keep in mind that
investors invest in people more than ideas. Even if your potential business has many competitors or
is not on the cutting edge of an industry, the qualifications and commitment you demonstrate in
your plan can convince others to proffer their support.
Your resume will be included in the separate appendix of exhibits at the end of the plan, so this is
not the place to list every job you’ve ever had or the fact that you were an art history major in
college. But don’t overlook the impact of some part of your background that might even seem
unrelated to your new venture. Focus on group experiences, leadership opportunities, and successes
at all levels.
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5 Present and explain your financial data. How will you convince others to invest in your
endeavor? By having clear, transparent and realistic financial information that shows you know
what you're talking about and that you're not hiding anything.
The accuracy of your financial figures and projections is absolutely critical in convincing investors,
loan sources, and partners that your business concept is worthy of support. The data must also be
scrupulously honest and extremely clear.
Since banks and many other funding sources will compare your projections to industry averages in
the R.M.A data, in the United States you can use the R.M.A figures to test your projections before
the bank does.

Tips
There are a few valuable online archives of business plans that feature companies which have
successfully penetrated the market based on a well defined and executed business (and marketing)
plan. Take the time to study the market through a successful company's eyes and consider what
your company will offer that distinguishes your product or service from the rest. Be certain about
what gives your business the competitive edge.
Make sure you cite your information. This way you will have support for any statistics you put into
your business plan.
Many sources exist for finding information for your business plan. Your local library and the
internet are always helpful sources. If you live near a university, you may be able to schedule an
appointment with one of the college's professors. The professor may be able to give helpful insight.
In the United States, the Small Business Administration (SBA) is a useful resource for information.
Many other countries have a similar resource, either government or industry funded/run, check
online for assistance.
Warnings
Do not submit your draft business plan to potential investors! However, it is advisable to give the
executive summary instead of the whole plan after it is completed. Sometimes, busy investors may
not have the time to look at an entire plan, which can sometimes be up to 50 pages.

Sources and Citations



http://www.sample-businessplan.com
http://www.entrepreneur.com/how-to-write-a-business-plan



http://www.camaramadrid.es/



http://www.degerencia.com/tema/estrategia_empresarial
9



http://ctb.ku.edu/es/tabla-de-contenidos/finanzas/obtener-subvenciones-y-recursosfinancieros/plan-de-negocios/principal



http://www.gestiopolis.com/canales/emprendedora/articulos/28/eldepn.htm



http://www.bplans.com/
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If the war is continuation of politics by other means,
so the conflict is continuation of communication by other means.

PRE – CONFLICT STAGE
There is a difference in interests but the participants do not realize it.

START OF THE CONFLICT
One of participants realizes that he has different interests from the other. It is
often combined with unilateral actions to defend the interests.
A pressure appears in the relationships.

ACCIDENT
Event that causes announcement of confrontational actions.

CRISIS
Impaired interaction between participants. There are 3 possible outcomes of the
crisis and conflict:




restore the balance to the original level – achieve balance;
more adequately or higher level of working - development;
lower level of working and mental health – wrong development.

STRATEGY

DIGNITIES

FAULTS

RIVALRY – withstanding their
interests to the end, sometimes
in detriment to other person

Respect to your interests.
You feel like a winner.

Reputation as a scrapper and
unpleasant person.
Requires permanently pressure,
great risk of losing s friend or
health.

AVOIDING – delay resolution of
the conflict. The problem is
ignored.

Saving time.
The problem is not solved,
Losses if there is a conflict are negative emotions are not
unacceptable.
disappeared, they are suppressed.
If the conflict is often avoided, the
risk of social exclusion increases,
alcoholism, dependent behavior.

COOPERATION - finding mutually Respect to the interests of
option for conflict resolution.
both sides.
The partnership is stored.

Requires a lot of effort, time,
intellectual and emotional effort.

ADAPTATION - ignoring your
interests in favor of the other

Do not spoil relations with the
other person, because his
interests are satisfied.
Can be used as a temporary
measure, a demonstration of
goodwill.

Do not satisfy your interests.
Inferiority complex, low selfesteem, depression, passivity,
does not allow for self-realization.

COMPROMISE Mutually discounts, but not all
interests are satisfied.

A part of interests is satisfied.
Usually does not require
much time.
Saving resources.

You got only part of what you
want, but you must comply with
the contract.
It can create in others a feeling of
unprincipled. Suspicious person,
you need to be alert

PROCESS OF NEGOTIATION
Step 1: CONTROL OF EMOTIONS
 Necessary condition for the successful resolution of conflict situation
 Requires goodwill on both sides
Step 2: NEGOTIATING GROUND RULES for communication and problem resolution
 To listen
 To explore the views of all interested
 To regulate the time for discussion
 To agree the expected outcome of the negotiations
Step 3: CLARIFICATION OF POSITIONS
 Account the view of the other side
 Avoiding thoughts about the feelings, hopes and actions of the other side
 Discussion of all differences
 Active involvement of the other side in the negotiation process
 Realistic in the proposals
Step 4: CLARIFICATION OF UNDERLYING INTERESTS AND NEEDS
 The reasons each side to choose its position
 Why certain options are not acceptable
 Identify the full range of interests
 Discuss their interests and needs
Step 5: OFFERING ALTERNATIVES
 Emphasis on the quality of the decision, and not the quantitative side
 Focus on the future – preserving the relationship, collaboration, etc.
 Openness to new offers
 Mindfulness in selecting a solution
Step 6: NEGOTIATION THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS OPTION FOR BOTH SIDES
 Agreement on the criteria for assessing options
 Choice of decision
 Negotiating for the time frames for the implementation of decisions
 Negotiating for the next steps in case of success / failure.

Conflict Management - Exercises
Noughts and Crosses
Objectives: To lead into the subject of conflict management. To provide a simple model of
“win – win” and finding creative solutions

Description: Make sure participants are familiar with the game of noughts and
crosses (perhaps by showing an empty grid on the board). Put them in pairs. Tell them
that in their pairs they have to play as many games of noughts and crosses in 3
minutes. After three minutes stop them all, and ask how many games each person
won (eg anyone win more than 5 games? More than 4?, etc.). Then ask how many
games in total each pair played. It’s possible that one or two pairs will have realised
that in fact there was no instruction to win as many games as possible, merely to play
as many as possible, as a pair. (The way to play as many games as possible is to
collaborate and play very quick games in which one player wins after three moves
each time). Have a short discussion on the way that this task could have been
approached and the assumptions we make. At this stage don’t go too deeply into it.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Conflict
Objectives: To highlight the fact that conflict is not necessarily to be avoided and can in fact
be very helpful and raise important issues.

Description: Hold discussion on the different types of conflict that can arise in the
coaching situation and what the advantages and disadvantages of conflict can be. At
this stage try not to let individuals get into fine detail about conflict they have
experienced as they will have the opportunity for this shortly. Some of the ideas that
should be raised if the group does not settle on them are as follows:
Advantages:







Identification of issues of importance to others
Resolution of underlying problems
Enhancement of group development
Conflict between groups or teams (inter group conflict) can increase the internal
cohesion of groups or teams (intra group)
Facilitation of needed change
Learning about self and others

Disadvantages







Wasted time
Wasted energy
Decreased performance
Dissatisfaction
Aggression
Anxiety

Reflecting on a Conflict
Objectives: To give participants a chance to recall conflict situations of their own and what
happened as a result. Leads into following activities

Description: Ask participants in pairs or groups of three to recall a conflict they were
involved in (as part of their coaching work) and share the experience

Procedure for handling conflict situations
Objectives: To present a simple but effective procedure for handling conflict
Description: Discuss the conflict management matrix. Idea that people will work
towards solution based on how much the issue is important to them and how
important the relationship is. If possible, working towards a win-win (collaboration)
solution.
Introduce the following procedure for dealing with a conflict that the participant is
involved in
1. Know yourself: your traits/their traits
2. Manage your emotions
3. Give the person time to let off steam
4. Listen actively, request clarification, pay attention, hear
5. Recognise where you agree and disagree
6. Focus on the issue, not the person
7. Identify actions for both parties
8. Thank the person for working with you
9. Monitor results

Active Listening
Objectives: To give practice in and improve the skill of active listening
Description: Explain to participants the idea of active listening – a structured way of
listening and responding to others, focusing attention on the "function" of
communicating objectively.
Often when we listen, we are thinking about what we want to say next rather than
what the other is saying. In Active listening, the listener forces themselves to fully
listen – and does so by paraphrasing, repeating back and asking clarification questions
to the speaker. The trainer should begin by demonstrating this.
Ask a volunteer to the front. Tell them to talk to you about a problem they are
having at work. Model active listening with them. Paraphrasing, restating and
clarifying. Do this for approximately 4 minutes. At the end ask how they feel, whether
they feel like you heard what they said.

Then put the participants into groups of 3. In those groups one is the speaker, one
the active listener and one the observer. Give them 5 minutes for the speaker to
describe a problem they are facing.
At the end they should spend 5 minutes sharing how each of them felt in that
process (the observer can comment on any things they noticed, or any feedback to the
listener on how they did).
Depending on time left in the session, rotate the groups so everyone has the chance
to fulfil all of the three roles.
At the end get feedback from the whole group, and any comments they have on the
process and effectiveness of active listening.

TIME MANAGEMENT
Introduction
Most of us live by the clock. When was the last time you told someone
“I wish I had more time,” or “Sorry I don’t have time now,” or, “Let’s get
together sometimes?”
We live in a society consumed by a fascination with the clock. All of us
feel a lack of this precious commodity called time. Expressions such as: “Time
Wasters, the Time Crunch, Shop till you Drop, Turning it up a Notch, the One
Minute Manager” all reflect the stepped up speed of our society.
In reality, each of us has exactly the same amount of time - 168 hours per
week. Each day we receive in our personal bank 86,400 seconds. What we do
with those precious seconds is up to us.
Our personalities make a difference too. Each one of us has a personal
clock, a unique sense of personal time. Some of us are Type A driven
personalities. Others are Type B, we are more laid back and relaxed. Each of us
has different requirements for sleep and relaxation. Yet we all feel we don’t
have enough time.
Now stop and ask yourself:
1. What do I really mean when I say “I don’t have enough time!”?
2. How does time move faster for you as you get older?
3. If you could improve your time management skills, what would you like to
do differently?

1. Priorities
This module is about how to manage our time better. The first step is
to realize that time is about our life – it is about our choices. Every day we are
confronted with choices about our time.
Each decision determines an irreversible choice. We cannot go back and
recapture time that is lost.
Go to the library and you will find a whole shelf of books devoted to time
management. There are many books, yet they all say the same thing.
There are two different approaches to time management. One approach is
how to squeeze more activities out of the time available. A second approach
shows how to enjoy and savor the time you have in order to enjoy your life.
Whichever approach you choose the steps described here are practical
and time proven. They will help you if you put them into action.
2. Your Time Log
The first step in understanding our priorities is to fill out a personal time log.
Then we set our goals, prioritize our activities and act to overcome
procrastination. Base your time log around the five basic life activities:

Your Color
1. Work (or School)

____________

2. Sleep

____________

3. Family and Social Life

____________

4. Hobbies, Recreation, Interests

____________

5. Community, Religious or Charitable (Optimist) Work ____________
To fill up your time log, use the following sheet and start tomorrow (or
even today). There is no reason to put it off. First, collect five different colored
pencils or crayons. Each color will stand for one of the five different activities
of your life.

If you use red for work activities, whenever you shade in an hour box
with red, you will know that is time you spent on work. Blue may stand for
recreation. Whenever you color something blue, you will know that time was
spent playing golf or playing catch with the kids.
Put this time log and your colored pencils next to your bed, on your desk,
wherever you will see it and work on it. At the end of each day fill in each box.
Use the appropriately coded colored pencil. You can split up a box with several
different colors, but don’t get too concerned about dividing into five-minute
increments. Fill out this chart for seven days.
The results of your time log may well astound you. The difference
between how we think we spend our time and how we actually do it may be
quite a revelation! The purpose of the time log is to help us objectively look at
the difference between what we say we spend our time on and what we actually
do.
Start filling out your Time Log. In one week, analyze your Time Log:
1.
2.

What surprises are there about how I actually spend my time?
What would I like to do differently?

3. Set Goals and Priorities
The next step is to set goals and priorities for ourselves. Our long and
short range goals tell us what we want to do with our lives. But we won’t
accomplish our goals if we don’t work on them, and work takes time.
We all know people who seem to be charging off in all directions at one
time. They constantly complain they don’t have any time, they are out of time
and they are too busy to do anything. They forget the fundamental paradox of
time: No one has enough, yet everyone has all there is.
Goals motivate us to ACT. Not many of us spontaneously volunteer to
write a five page report for a history class. However, a deadline creates
motivation and incentive. The same is true for our lives. Goals help us to focus
our lives toward a purpose.
We don’t like to write goals because we are afraid of failing. We may
find that our lives are driven not by real priorities but by a desire to stay busy
and occupied.

Goals help us overcome the barriers to our personal and business
productivity. Common barriers are: attempting to do too much, personal
disorganization, inability to say “no”, a lack of self-discipline, procrastination,
leaving tasks unfinished and unnecessary socializing.
Successful people have a clear set of priorities and goals. They are able to
say NO. In a word, they are able to prioritize.
Prioritization is the process of doing the IMPORTANT things FIRST. If we
had all the time in the world, then we would be able to do everything we wanted
to do before we died, or left this job, or before our children grew up and left
home.
4. “To Do” list - the main tool for setting goals and priorities
Use a pad of paper. Avoid small pieces of paper - they create clutter and get
lost. Remember to:
 Write one item per line;
 Put a date on the pad of paper;
 Keep your list at the top of your desk or carry it with you throughout the day
where you can see it;
 When you finish an item on your To Do list, cross it off - big bold strokes;
 When you finish about half of the items on your To Do list, transfer your items
to a new list;
 Make a new list for each day.
To compile your “To Do” list write everything down first. Then prioritize
your items according to their importance. Whether you use an “A, B, C” or “1,
2, 3” system, it doesn’t matter. They both mean the same thing:
A = this item must be done today - it is very important.
B = this item is necessary, but my future or the company’s future doesn’t
depend upon doing it right away.
C = I don’t really care if this thing gets done and nobody else cares either.
If you have a lot of items (30 or 40) on your “To Do” list, cluster items together.
Letters and notes to into one category, phone calls into another, and so on.
Make sure each item has a priority ranking.
The key word in this whole process is to eliminate the unnecessary things you
don’t want to or don’t have time to do! Do the important things first. Non-

important items are not important!
An important self-understanding is our own individual sense of time
and energy.
5. Natural time rhythm
It is easy to get things done and feel like we are being effective when we
feel good. When things are not going so well for us and we are discouraged or
confused, then that is when we need the help of our “To Do” list and selfunderstanding about how we operate as individuals.
Ask yourself:
1. At what times of day do I feel most productive, full of energy, and creative?
2. At what times am I very mentally alert?
3. At what times do I start to get tired? When are certain tasks difficult to do?
4. When do I feel burned out and tired?
5. When do I exercise, pursue my hobby, and relax?
6. At what time do I want to go to sleep at night, and when do I actually go to
bed?
Now answer these questions:
1. I rate myself as:
o I love the morning, I get up with lots of energy and I do my best work
before noon but then I take a break in the afternoon.
o I love to work in the evenings. Mornings are tough for me - it’s hard for
me to get up and get going but I do my best work in the afternoon or
evening.
2. If I have an important project to do, I always try to do it:
o
o
o
o
o

First thing in the morning
After lunch
In the late afternoon
In the evening
In the very early morning hours

3. If I could set my own work day, I’d work from:
o 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
2:00 - 7:00 p.m.
4:00 - 9:00 p.m.
6:00 - 11:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m.
11:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.
Other

Your answers help you understand your natural time rhythm. Peak
productive times and rhythm is different for each of us.
Some of us are morning people - we are the most productive in the
morning. If this is the case, then schedule your most important things in the
morning hours. Others are owls - we love to get our work done late at night. If
you are an owl, schedule your most important jobs and thinking activities in the
evening.
6. Overcoming Procrastination
Once you understand yourself and your rhythm of working, the next step
is to overcome procrastination. Despite our best intentions, we will sometimes
fail to do what we know we should. Procrastination is self-defeating. The longer
we put off doing something which we know we should do, the faster we begin
the inevitable slide into hopelessness.
The nine phases of procrastination are:
Phase 1: Thinking We Can Do It
Phase 2:
Anxiety
Phase 3:
Foreboding
Phase 4:
Guilt and Fear
Phase 5:
Frenetic Activity
Phase 6:
Uneasiness
Phase 7:
Secretiveness
Phase 8:
Superstition
Phase 9:
Hopelessness

At which stage are you with something you are putting off?
There are many helpful techniques in dealing with procrastination. The
most important is to recognize when we are putting something off.
Procrastination is born of fear and distaste. To overcome our fear and anxiety

we need courage. Courage is the ability to take action even though we don’t
know how things will turn out.
There is no easy way to do an unpleasant task. The best choice is simply to
begin. Once we get started on a task, however unpleasant, we find that a
momentum will carry us along. Ignore your feelings of distaste and get started.
The saying is true, “Yard by yard, life is hard; inch by inch, life is a cinch.”
Now answer these questions about procrastination:
1. What are you putting off that needs to be done?
2. What are you going to do about it?
7. Developing a Time management plan
The process of the developing a Time management plan involves several
steps:
Step 1- Identify your personal values - these are your highest priorities - the
things that are most important to you.
Examples:
-family;
-education;
-making money;
-having fun;
-being compassionate.
Why is this step important? Because knowing what matters most help you
make choices?
-getting together with friends or getting together with family;
-studying or having fun.

Step 2- Identify long-term and short-term goals/objectives
Long-term- to graduate with Bachelor’s degree in X major
Focus now on short-term specific goals (they should be based on your
values)
Identify one or more specific goals for:
A. your College Experience
B. your personal life

They should be SMART Goals – specific; measurable; achievable;
realistic; timely (you need adequate time to achieve)
Example – To increase GPA by 5.May - related to the value of education;
To spend 1 hour more per week with family- related to the value of family life
Step 3- What steps do you need to take to achieve your objective
Goal - To spend more time with family; a step to achieve would be to
watch less TV each day
What steps are needed to improve GPA by May?
-cut back hours at paid job;
-see tutor on weekly basis.
Step 4- Identify the barriers in your life to good Time management.
(Be Honest with yourself)
A. Are you overcommitted – work, relationships, etc.
B. Are you easily distracted – TV, internet, friends
C. Are you a procrastinator?
Steps to overcome barriers:
1. Make lists;
2. Break big jobs into little steps;
3. Promise yourself a reward;
4. Do important things right away;
5. Learn to say NO ;
6. Be adaptable.
Step 5- Daily implementation - Create a Time Management Plan for one week
Weekly Planning - start with the Fixed Time activities - classes, work, etc. BIG ROCKS
Next- fill in priorities for the week
-important/urgent---exams, papers to write
-important/not urgent---date with a friend
-not important---web surfing
In your mind, you have: fixed time, flexible time, and unknown/unexpected
time.

Summary
There are no new secrets to time management; there are only proven
techniques - techniques which will work for us if we will use them. Often we
don’t use them because we suffer from bad habits. The secret to overcoming a
bad habit is to replace it with a good habit. Don’t rely solely on willpower none of us is quite that strong.
We can’t control everything in our lives, but we can control our approach
toward time. Not much of what you have read here is new, you have heard it
before. What is new is TODAY. Today is a new day, with new challenges and
opportunities. How will you put your time to use today?

